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Resources for learning Spanish can be repetitive and hard to find. Here are 5 unique learning methods for those looking to master Spanish!
Top 5: Resources to become fluent in Spanish
I found a note about language classes in Cantonese from a lady with a Scandinavian name. I thought that was curious and decided this was something I should look into, so I sent her a message. There is ...
Scandinavian Spotlight: Learn Spanish (or Cantonese) from a Norwegian
New research has found that almost half of those polled said they would consider taking a holiday to Spain this summer ...
Spain gain as UK holidaymakers look to book breaks in 'amber' destinations
Season four of Elite has dropped on Netflix with eight fresh episodes – and the returning Las Encinas students have met their match with their four new classmates. After the book was shut on Polo’s ...
Elite season 5 release date: When will the Spanish Netflix drama return?
As Catherine Cavanaugh donned her cap and gown and walked through North Penn High School's Crawford Stadium on Saturday, she was leaving behind more than just memories.
North Penn Presidential Scholar creates and grows Spanish translation site
After 20 years of exceptional service, Gwendolyn Prellwitz, ODLOS Assistant Director for Recruitment and Retention, departed ALA on June 4 due to relocation. Throughout the years, Gwendolyn has been a ...
Fwd: EDI Update | June 2021
From Mixtec rap to Tepehua punk, younger bands are making 'outsider' music with lyrics in the vanishing tongues of their communities.
Can jazz and hip-hop save dying languages? Indigenous bands say yes
CMM College of Theology, now entering our 15th year of offering affordable Christian accredited degrees globally online in English and Spanish is accepting applications for the next school term ...
Classes to Earn Christian Accredited Degrees Globally Online Starting Soon
Waterlooville holiday couple John and Rita Porter are celebrating the end of a 13-month struggle with Staysure Insurance after they called in Streetwise to settle a claim resulting from the sudden ...
Waterlooville couple win 13-month insurance battle after £1,400 Spanish break cut short by Covid-19
These are the best hotels in Puerto Rico, including beach resorts, historic city properties, and remote inns amid the mountains.
15 of the best hotels you can book in Puerto Rico for a stunning island escape at every budget
Keep reading for our tips and predictions for Spain vs. Poland on June 19. • Location: Estadio La Cartuja, Seville, Spain • Date: Saturday, June 19, 2021 • Time: 3:00 p.m. ET • TV: ABC, CTV, TSN 1/5 ...
Spain vs Poland Euro 2020 Tips and Predictions: Don't Bet On Another Scoreless Draw for Spain
The La Jolla Light presents this continuing series of online activities to undertake on your computer or tablet during your quarantine quandary, as well as local in-person events as we emerge from the ...
Best Bets: A quick guide to (mostly) online entertainment and virtual experiences
The extraordinary life of British nurse Madge Addy, who served on the frontline of the Spanish Civil War and was a secret agent in the Second World War is told in The Nurse Who Became A Spy.
The 'ordinary' nurse who became a spy: Incredible story of unlikely secret agent who left Britain for a Spanish Civil War hospital before being drawn into the cloak-and-dagger ...
Spanish radio personality Ninoska Pérez Castellón tells CBS4's Jim DeFede that liberal groups want to silence or censor her.
Misinformation On Spanish Radio? Spanish Radio Personality Ninoska Perez Sounds Off
Can’t find time to traipse the high street? These online fashion stores let you hunt for those missing wardrobe pieces in the comfort of your own home ...
Best online clothes shops and fashion boutiques for women and men
Free material in German, English and Spanish TUM has made the digital textbook “Fractions. Getting in touch with rational numbers” available online in German, English and Spanish. It can be ...
Use of tablets in mathematics : Digital school books help low-achieving pupils
A Spanish man has been jailed and ordered to pay his brother compensation after admitting killing and eating their mother in the latest of a string of recent cases of human cannibalism.

SEE MORE ...

A brief history of human cannibalism
Around 30 tourists were furious as Ryanair officials explained they had no proof of Spanish residency ... So why did they try and go." Many online support Ryanair's stance. One man shared ...
Ryanair speaks out as passengers turned away from Spain flight branded 'selfish idiots'
The book opens with explorations of historic pandemics such as the 1918 Spanish flu and modern viral pandemics such ... from students who realized they prefer an online education experience to people ...
New book explores bioethical dilemmas posed by COVID-19
Like other Sephardim (except for those from the other kingdom of the Iberian peninsula, Portugal, of course) we preserved the Judeo-Spanish language ... would leave a book on the table and ...
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